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Using the most important single tool in the program, the 
Conversation Log (aka ConLog) …. 

 

The Missing Tool That Enhances Productivity 

 

Most of my customers who do not use the ConLog claim that it is because they 

cannot find it.  A simple business rule I always employ requires the user to enter the 

method of obtaining permission to run Credit prior to their entering the Service 

Menu to order Credit.  This ensures that every Originator quickly learns to use it, 

and where it is located in the program. 

 

1. The Major Use of the ConLog 

There is one major overwhelming reason to use the ConLog, and that is to CYA on 

any key discussions that you have with your Clients.  Hard as it is to believe, there 

are actually individuals who do not remember that they told you “Not to Lock” 

because they are going to wait for better rates.  When things go in the tank, some of 

them will call in hoping that you forgot that and instead insist you had locked up 

front.   And you can see more of this behavior as rates start to go up, which they 

probably will do in 2017. 

 

2. Another Reason to Use the ConLog 

In any efficient mortgage enterprise, there is a need for routine communication 

between the Origination, Processing, and Management staffs.  The ConLog is an 

easy to use tool that guarantees that the first thing any user does when they open a 

file is to hit Ctrl-L on the keyboard and review the ConLog.  This ensures that any 

prior activity on the file that is not obvious may be noted there.  As a perfect 

example of how this makes you more efficient:  When an Originator changes loan 



status to Sent to Processing, the Processor uses the Pipeline View first thing in the 

morning to check for files that have been changed to this Status.  If the Processor 

feels the file is not ready, they note their reasons in the ConLog and move the Status 

back to Application.  The Originator will note their file is not in the Processing 

folder if they go looking for it, and then will know to read the ConLog. 

 

3. Other Ways to Use the ConLog.   

 

In the prior example, the Originator is conditioned to reading the ConLog first, in 

lieu of picking up the phone or emailing the Processor.  While it would be nice if the 

system could automatically send out email notices, the ConLog can help bridge this 

gap.  If an item is really critical, the Processor may enter the item in the ConLog and 

copy it onto the Windows clipboard.  Then the Originator can be emailed and the 

notation pasted from the Clipboard into the email.  The reverse is also very 

efficient:  when an email is received, that information may be copied within the 

email and then pasted into the ConLog. 

 

4. A very important warning when using the ConLog 
 

Do not copy an entire html based email onto the Clipboard, and then paste it 

into the ConLog.  We have noted that this can cause some real problems with the 

database integrity in PointCentral.  Always copy only the text portion of the email, 

and leave out all the graphics and other [hidden] codes that can mess up things if 

brought into the ConLog. 

 

 
5.  Are there some other enhancements? 

 

At this time, my only recommendation for an enhanced ConLog, if you are being 

hosted by FocusIT, is to contact them about their Pulse CRM product that works in 

conjunction with PointCentral.  It helps accomplish many of the things you would 

like to see PointCentral do, such as send out notifications.  

 



Remember that any information that is stored in PointCentral may be extracted into 

Reports that are actually quite easy to develop and utilize.  Contact us direct if you 

need help with these and other PointCentral issues. 

Future Calyx Pointers will cover the Cardex, and the use of the Document 

Management System.  Along with the Conversation Log, they represent the three 

most important tools available in Calyx Point and PointCentral. 
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